multistranded tiger tail
with bail ends
you will need the following supplies:

scissors

flat nose
pliers

6 crimp beads

6 small jump rings
to fit inside bails

2 large jump rings

clasp

2 bales

tiger tail wire

beads

Push Crimp Bead up
Pull tail down

Step 1: Cut 3 pieces of tiger tail wire
that are 1" longer than the length of
finished product. String on a crimp
bead and a jump ring, then go back
through crimp bead.

Step 2: Push the crimp bead up to
toward the jump ring and at the same
time pull the tail of the tiger tail down.
Leave the tail 1.5" long.

Step 3: Using your flat nose pliers,
crush the crimp bead flat. Repeat steps
1-3 on the other strands of tiger tail.

Step 4: Gather all 3 strands with jump
rings attached and place inside the
bale.

Step 5: Now that all 3 jump rings are
inside the bail, make sure that all the holes
are aligned with the hole of the bale. Take
the large jump ring, twist it open, then link
it through all the holes.

Step 6: Attach the clasp and re-close
the large jump ring. Thread your first
strand of beads as desired.

push

pull

Step 7: Once you have threaded your
first strand of beads, add a crimp bead
and a small jump ring. Weave the tail
of the tiger tail back through the crimp
bead and a few beads.

Step 8: Pull down on the tail of the tiger
tail and push up on all the beads at once
removing any gaps between the beads at
the same time. Crush the crimp bead to
secure in place. Clip off excess tail. Repeat
steps 7-8 on the other strands.

Step 9: To finish, bunch up all 3 small
jump rings again and place inside the
second bail. Attach large jump ring
and clasp. Re-close as in steps 4-6.
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